Ethics in the Workplace - 1 Day

Course Description: This one-day course will focus on ways employees can make decisions and evaluate what is right, proper, and just. This course will deal with theory, as well as actions and behaviors that influence ethics in the workplace. Participants will learn how to successfully draw on their own ethics, moral standards, and beliefs, as well as how to respect the ethics of others while following organizational values that have been set.

Course Objectives:

Objective 1: Examine values in America
- Define theories of ethics
- Discuss myths of ethics and values
- Evaluate the internal pressure to cheat
- Label types of ethics
- Compare sources of ethics

Objective 2: Show levels of moral development
- Compare subjective and objective morals
- Analyze solving moral problems
- Discuss bribery
- Review what is our moral duty
- Compare conflict of moral guidelines
- Evaluate employee rights and how that affects ethics
- Apply accountability and ethics
- Examine agents and roles of moral accountability
- Demonstrate moral responsibility within the organization

Objective 3: Examine whistle blowing
- Describe ethics and trust
- Compare ethics and money
- Examine choices when asked to do something unethical